Unquestionably, the finest and largest selection of pool and spa tile in the Los Angeles area. Over 100 different tiles in stock at our Sun Valley warehouse. All carefully selected to enhance every type of backyard setting. Create your own architectural paradise from subtle and elegant to bold and dramatic.

Retiling a pool is a simple procedure that can give your existing pool the look of today.

Specialists in Swimming Pool and Spa tile and Coping
SB 101 Pastel Blue Pebble is shown as an example of the change in appearance created by using different colored grouts.

Colored grouts available for all tiles.

For your convenience, we stock tools, sand, cement, thinset, grout, and other materials, plus deck and waterline mastics.

"Make PRECISION Your Decision"
To help you visualize your pool waterline, we have photographed 6" high tiles. This is the height of tile that is installed on standard pools and spas. However, pools with raised bond beams will have the added beauty of additional rows of tile. All tiles are displayed in the same scale (approx. 1½" = 6") Variations in shade are inherent in all kiln-fired clay products.

- All our tiles are acid proof.
- All tiles in this brochure are frost proof except those marked with an nf.
- All tiles smaller than 6" x 6" are mesh mounted.

6x6 SBN available in Blue/White/Black.
BLUES ranging from pastels to midnight blues will always remain the classic color for pools.

EARTHTONES of gold and brown bring the peaceful tranquility of nature into your pool setting.

REDS enhance the extensive use of brick in today's yards.

WHITES for that clean and sparkling look.

BLACKS go great with black plaster and are perfect for racing lanes.

PRINT AND DECORATIVE TILES have found a permanent home on swimming pools because they help to camouflage the white pool buildings and enhance pool areas.
PICTURE FRAME YOUR POOL WITH COPING FOR
SAFETY AND DESIGN

Let's get back to practical as well as beautiful and functional. Coping is the finest product that can be installed around a pool. The smooth rounded edge makes it ever so comfortable to sit on with bare legs and avoids tearing expensive bathing suits on rough, sharp edges. Coping is the safest thing you can install because it gives both children and adults a handgrip to grab onto when in the pool. It is also easier and more comfortable to pull oneself out of the pool ever coping. Coping makes cleaning your pool easier since it allows for cleaning your decks without washing debris into the pool water.

There are far fewer problems when coping is installed instead of cantilever decks. This is because the pool can be isolated from moving and expanding decks through the use of a proper expansion joint. Our cantilever coping was designed to give the cantilever look, without the deck movement problems that often occur.

CONCRETE PRODUCTS AVAILABLE

1. Conventional bullnose style coping
2. Flat cantilever style coping
3. Bullnose brick style coping
4. Flat concrete bricks to match above coping (Not Shown)
5. Skimmer lids, 10"x15", to match above coping. Custom sizes made on request
6. Slotted trench covers or drain covers
7. Equipment slabs, approx. 2'x2' (Not Shown)
Coping stones are available to fit any shape pool.
Coping is available in a multitude of colors to coordinate with your own individual backyard color scheme.
Custom Precasting Available

Precision Tile Co. Penrose Coping Co.
11140 Penrose Street, Sun Valley, Ca. 91352
(213) 675-1556 (818) 767-7273 (818) 983-0844

The contour shape of our coping makes it the perfect product to use for outdoor seating. Install it on the top of low planter walls and low tree well walls, turning them into very comfortable and useful benches.

ELEGANCE AND DURABILITY are yours when you completely tile your spa. Not only does the tile provide beauty, but it offers a permanent lasting finish at a very reasonable cost.